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A COMMENT ON THE NOVIKOV CONJECTURE

JEROME KAMTNKER1 AND JOHN G. MILLER

Abstract. It is shown that the Novikov conjecture on the homotopy invariance of

characteristic numbers of nonsimply connected manifolds is equivalent to the

injectivity of Wall's map from homology of groups to the surgery obstruction

groups. These statements are then shown to be equivalent to their analogs for

rational equivalences of rational homology manifolds.

In [6] Wall observed that the Novikov conjecture on higher signatures follows

from the injectivity of a map

/;: Hm(Btr; Q) -» Lm(tr) <g> Q,

where L+(tr) = L*(w). He suggested that l^ being injective is actually equivalent to

the Novikov conjecture. We show in this note that this is the case. Further, using

work of Ranicki [5] and Anderson [1], we show that the Novikov conjecture is

equivalent to its analog where homotopy equivalences of manifolds are replaced by

rational equivalences of rational homology manifolds. We were led to consider

these questions while studying an analytic formulation of the Novikov conjecture

using the BDF theory of C*-algebra extensions [2].

1. The definition of 1% and the Novikov conjecture. The Novikov conjecture we

take to be the following: Let M and N be closed, oriented topological manifolds

with fundamental group it. Let pM, pN be the maps into Bit classifying the universal

covers of M and N. Suppose there is an orientation preserving homotopy equiva-

lence h: M —» N making the diagram

M

Pm \

homotopy commute. Let L(M) denote the total Hirzebruch class. Then the

Novikov conjecture is that

PM.(L(M) n[M]) = pN.(L(N) n[N])

in H^(Btt; Q). This has the more usual dual formulation that, for all m G

H*(Btt; Q), <p> u L(M), [M]> = <p*« u L(N), [A]>.
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The map 11 is obtained as follows: Let tit(Bir) denote the oriented topological

bordism of Btr. Following Conner and Floyd [3], there is a natural equivalence <#>:

ß*W ®a,Q^ H+(X; Q) defined by <k([M,/]) = f*(L(M) n [M]). The theories
are Z4-graded and the ß#-module structure on Q is provided by the signature.

Define a map \¡/: ß„,(7?77)-» LJjt) by ip([M,f\) = fm0, where 9 is the surgery

obstruction of a normal map covering

1 X g:M X Q*^>M X Ss,

Qs is the Milnor manifold of signature 8, g is of degree 1, and/„: LJjtx(M))-*

L „("■)• Then the product formulas for the simply connected surgery obstruction [4]

imply that \p induces a map

4> ® 1: Um(Bir) ®ajQ -* L,(tt) ® Q.

Wall defines /* via the diagram

</<(»i
Sl,(Bn) ®aQ -* L.(tt) ® Q

<)> \ 71 IS

H.(B„; Q)

2. The case of manifolds.

Theorem 1. 77ie Novikov conjecture holds for the group it if and only if 1% is

injective.

Proof. Suppose given [M,f], [N,g] in U^(Bir), and an orientation preserving

homotopy equivalence h: M-* N such that gh ^f The map h is covered by the

bundle map 77: vM ̂(h~x)*(vM). By [6, (17H)], o0[h, 77] = ,/<[A, g]) - ^M, f]).

Since A is a homotopy equivalence $([M,f\) = \p([N, g]), and it follows that

lZ<tf[M,f\) = ¡Zf.(L(M) n [M]) is equal to i;<b([N, g}) = llg¿L(N) n [A]). Thus
¡1 injective implies the Novikov conjecture.

Conversely, assume that the Novikov conjecture holds. Suppose that

llf*(L(M)n[M])=0.

Then ^ <8> ([M,f]) = 0 in L^w) <8> Q, so *(<([M,f]) has finite order r. Let [AT,/']

represent r[M,f], so that »K[A/',/']) = 0. By the argument in [6, Theorem 9.4] there

is a bordism of normal maps over Bit from M' X Qs -» A/' X S8 to a normal map

W —» F with 7T,(K) » ir. Since the surgery obstruction in LJjt) is preserved, this

problem is normally cobordant to a homotopy equivalence. Now, using bordism

invariance and the homotopy invariance provided by the assumed Novikov conjec-

ture

(JpX(l(m' x e8) n[A/' x g8]) = (jpx).{L(M' x s*)n[M' x s*]).

It follows that

f.((L(M')n[M']))o(Q*)=fm((L(M')n[M']))-o(S*).

Since a(ß8) = 8 and o(S*) = 0 we obtain/„,(£( AT) n [A/']) = 0. Since 77,(7Ï7r; Q)

is a rational vector space f^(L(M) n [A/]) = 0 as well. It follows that /J is

injective.
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3. Rational homology manifolds. Anderson [1] has established a full analog of

Wall's theory for polyhedral rational homology manifolds. The goal of that theory

is to find a normal cobordism of a normal map to a rational equivalence. By this is

meant an orientation preserving map/: M—> N with/,,,: ttx(M) —» irx(N) and f#:

77„(A/; Q) -> 77„(A; Q) isomorphisms, where the tildes denote universal covering

spaces. The obstruction lies in L^(Qtt) rather than LJjr). The Novikov conjecture

for rational homology manifolds is as before, with rational equivalence of rational

homology manifolds replacing homotopy equivalence of manifolds. Let £f%(X)

denote bordism groups of rational homology manifolds. The existence of an

equivalence <f>: il^(X) ®ßQ Q -* H^(X; Q) requires no changes from the manifold

case, so Q/£ may be defined as before.

Theorem 2. The Novikov conjecture for rational homology manifolds holds for the

group it if and only if Q/£ is injective.

Proof. This follows in exactly the same way as did Theorem 1.

Theorem 3. The Novikov conjecture for manifolds and for rational homology

manifolds are equivalent.

Proof. We have seen that these are equivalent to the injectivity of the naturally

related homomorphisms II: Hm(Btt; Q) -> LJjt) <S> Q and Q/*: H+(Bir; Q) -►

^*(QW) ® Q- According to Ranicki [5], LJjt) —» L^(Qtt) is an isomorphism mod-

ulo 8-torsion. The result follows.
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